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GV Questions Asked Suggestions/Tips  for preparation

4/21/2013 11:08:02 MF Dual Degree

skrc 
dkp 
s dash 
panda 
g chak 
k biswas 

8 min ( :P)

what is the mechanism of thunder 
difference between lightning and thunder 
is thunder the cause of lightning or the other way around 
what is the mechanism of speaking...how my voice is reaching ur ears 
why do bowlers rub the ball on one side only 
what is the use of core in casting ??
what is aspiration effect ??
how many movies have u seen in kgp since 1st yr 
what r ur other hobbies 
r u manufacturing ?? (:P)

dont worry..be happy....doesnt matter how 
much u prepare for gv..they r gonna screw u 
neway...
if not able to answer nething dont be 
nervous...smile and look down..be calm and 
cool..
both u and ur teachers know that u dont know 
nething..(:P)
if possible just prepare any single topic 
properly just to get thru..

4/21/2013 11:10:18 ME B.Tech

Prof. Amalendu Mukherjee(Chairman),  
Prof. Ramanujan, Prof M.K.Das, Prof 
M. Sarangi. Prof. P.P.Bandhopadhyay

20 mins

1) Basic questions in IC engines - Engine cooling, Different types of IC engines
2) Components of Refrigerator,  T-S diagram of vapour compression system
3) Clasius Inequality, Why cant we have 100% efficient conversion of heat to work?
4) How sun produces energy
5) Working of Strain Gauge 
6) Cutting tool which continuously inclination angle when under action, What 
specifications will you give to shopkeeper to buy a drilling tool and bolt?

4/21/2013 11:11:36 ME B.Tech B. Maiti, Guha, Ramgopal, ARC, K. Ray ~25 minutes

K. Ray: Basic dynamics definitions- angular velocity, Coriolis acceleration;  a dynamics 
problem.
ARC: Questions on gears- condition for meshing, condition for maintaining constant 
angular velocity ratio.
Ramgopal: Basic fluid mechanics questions- definition of a fluid, Newtonian fluids; use 
of Moody diagram.

The panel is able to find out which areas you are weak in and concentrate on them. In 
my case I was able to answer the theoretical questions but didn't remember the 
Moody diagram, which has important industrial applications.

Try not to create a bad first impression, say by 
wearing bathroom slippers or not bringing a 
pen. 
What is asked depends on the panel. Of 
course, the profs know the basics in any area 
and could bring it up.
They could also start off on questions based on 
what you say your interests are, or where you 
are going after graduating.

4/21/2013 11:15:55 MF Dual Degree
SKRC, S K Panda, G chakravarty, S K 
Das, K Biswas, D K Pratihar 15 min

The first question i was asked about the subjects which i have prepared for GV. I told 
Casting, Robotics and Mechanics of Solids. 
 Why haven't you prepared for Thermo-fluids? simple questions on Robotics, 
kinematic chain, grashof criteria, differential equation of 4 bar linkages. Dew factor, 
casting defects,  questions on types of metals used in beams , why mild steel, why not 
cast iron?

It's good to have one or two favorite subjects 
which you have prepared thoroughly. Tell them 
clearly if you don't know the answer. For MF 
students, Viva won't last more than 15 minutes. 

4/21/2013 11:25:34 ME B.Tech

Amalendu Mukherjee (Chairman)
P.P. Bandyopadhyay 
M.K. Das
S Ramanujam 
Mihir Sarangi 

20-25 mins

1) What are different kind of welding joint.
2)Are you feeling fatigue after 4 years of your KGP life, what do u mean by Fatigue in 
mechanical sense ?
3) Is it possible to have a rod go through infinite stress-reversal and still be 
undamaged, whats the condition?
4)Draw Vapor-Compression Cycle.
5)What is the operating Pressure of Boiler used in Power Plants?
6)Draw Rankine and Brayton cycle. And few question related to graph and parameter 
change effects.

1) Go Prepared with basic stuffs, Basic Laws, 
Diagrams and Cycle.
2) Its good to prepare keeping in mind the prof 
in Panel, i mean their area of expertise.
3) If you don't know the answer, say "NO" don't 
beat about the bush.
4) And prefer going in decent clothes (Formals 
and shoes).
5) Reach well before time, Don't make profs 
wait..!!!!!

4/21/2013 11:27:59 ME B.Tech

A.K.Nath (Chairman)
S.ghosh Moullick
Jinu Paul
Kingshook Bhattacharya
C.S.kumar 15min

First I was asked about my choice of subject. I said NTMP and Thermo.
1. If you have to drill a 1mm square slot in a glass slab which process will you use.
2. What is the significance of oxygen in oxygen assisted laser cutting?
3. Mechanism of material removal in laser cutting.
4. Why we call LASER a stimulated process? what does stimulated means here?
5.Ultrasonic Machining.
6.Why does EBM requires high vaccum?
7.Head loss in a pipe flow.
8. why does that losses occurs.
9.A naturally occuring isothermal process.

If you are under this panel. Then prepare well 
for atleast 2 subject. The more you answer 
more they will ask. 

4/21/2013 11:32:36 ME B.Tech
SKRC,SK Dash, S Panda, GC, Kajal 
biswas, DK Pratihar 25 minutes ...........

Just Enjoy Your GV. Professors too enjoy a lot. 
They can ask you any random question. In my 
case whatever they could find around them, 
they asked me how that particular thing is 
manufactured etc etc. So just read the basics 
of some subjects and go to GV. The 25 spent 
are enjoyable but the extent varies upon the 
panel you get.
ALL THE BEST !!

mech14.weebly.com



4/21/2013 11:46:17 ME B.Tech

Amalendu 
PPC
MKD
Mihir Sarangi
Ramanujan 20

PPC: Name different types of joining processes. Explain soldering/brazing and its 
advantage over welding. 
Mihir Sarangi : Draw moment and shear stress diagram of cantilever beam with a 
vertical force acting at one end.
MKD: Explain streamline and bluff bodies. Give examples. Explain separation of flow, 
wake formation, vortex shedding. 
Amalendu: Explain force acting on the cylinder in a laminar and turbulent flow. How 
turbulent flow is different from laminar in this case ?
Most question were follow-up questions i.e. they ask question from whatever you say 
in the answer of the previous question, so be careful about what you say and you can 
also use this to your advantage to drive the GV. 
As for Ramanujan, make sure you are dressed formally. He will not  bother you then.

As you will be placed by then, and if yours is a 
core company, do read about the technical 
things that company do or manufacture. Try to 
read the subjects taught by professors in the 
panel. Over-preparation is futile, as they will 
scold you anyway if they want. Try to make a 
good impression and at least try to put up a 
fight while answering the questions you don't 
know.

4/21/2013 12:09:55 ME B.Tech

Prof. S. Ghosh Moulic
Prof. Kingshook Bhattacharyya
Prof. A. K. Nath
Prof. J. Paul
Prof. C. S. Kumar 45 mins

1.) Fully Developed flow Diagram ; 2.) Draw Streamlines in boundary layer region ; 
3.) Reynolds number interpretation ; 4.) Reynolds no. range for turbulent flow in pipes 
and flat plate
5.) Curl, divergence and vorticity ; 6.) Robotix (feedback, tachogenerator,  robot control 
system)
8.) Spot Welding ; 9.) Laser and Non Traditional Manufacturing ; 10.) Clausius 
Inequality 

Properly go through the topics i have 
mentioned above.

4/21/2013 12:16:15 MF B. Tech

Prof. Amlendu Mukherjee, Prof. S.Roy, 
Prof. M.Das, Prof. S.Ramanujam, Prof. 
P.P.B, Prof. M.Sarangi 10 min 

Asked how a continuous pen is manufactured, and then asked how a discontinuous 
pen was manufactured. 

Prof. P.P.B asked the working principle of an interpolator and where it is applied in 
manufacturing.  How circular interpolation works. How electrical signals are converted 
to motion and the relation between the axes in interpolation. 

M.Sarangi asked the working principle of 4 ball tester, where it is used and its setup. 

Manufacturing guys prepare more of 
manufacturing topics and need not worry about 
the thermal concepts, atleast in this panel and 
many other panels. General funda like how to 
manufacture a chair, pen, table are some of 
the questions asked to many. And since we 
lack thermal concepts half of the panel do not 
ask questions and assume that we know 
nothing, so relatively our GV goes on for a 
shorter period of time compared to the mech 
guys. 

4/21/2013 12:47:45 MF B. Tech

Prof.S.Roy, Prof.Anirvan Dasgupta, 
Prof.Vikranth Racherla, Prof.S. Paul, 
Prof.R.N. Maiti, Prof.C.D. Kalelkar 25-30 mins

1. Questions on natural convection, Rayleigh number, Newtonian and Non-Newtonian 
fluids.
2. Shaft Designing, fatigue loading 
3. Questions related to lathe apron 
4. Dislocation: definition and types , Burgers Vector
5. Compare steel and a salt solution 

1. Prepare 2-3 subjects in details, you might be 
asked to state your subjects of interest and be 
questioned on those topics.

2. If you want to play safe then prepare the 
subjects that do not lie in the filed of expertise 
of your panel members. Chances are few that 
they won't be knowing anything on those 
topics, but you can give it a try.

3. Don't panic, the panel members just want to 
see if your fundamentals are sound or not. 
They will pose a tricky question but will through 
in some hints to guide you to the correct 
answer. So be cool and make use of the hints 
thrown at you.

4/21/2013 14:56:22 MF Dual Degree

AK Nath
C.S. Kumar
Kingshook Bhattacharyya
J. Paul
S. Ghosh Moulick

30-35 min

1. Interpolation in CNC machines. How it is done and what are the basic principles
2. Difference between 2.5 axis and 3 axis CNC machine
3. Why is ECM called a self regulating process
4. Some general questions about laser machining.

If you are a manufacturing guy, my panel was 
the best you could get as the professor asked 
me which subjects am I comfortable in and I 
told Prof. Nath that manufacturing subjects like 
NTM, CIM, CFW etc. Then they won't ask you 
about fluid mechanics and thermodynamics.  
Read basic concepts of non-conventional 
machining processes, CNC machines, casting 
and forming. 

mech14.weebly.com



4/21/2013 16:07:58 ME B.Tech

Prof AK Chattopadhyay (chariman)
Prof Suman Chakraborty
Prof AR Mohanty
Prof Sanjay Gupta 10 min

Heat transfer: 
What is lumped parameter analysis and what are assumptions behind it? If a large 
steel ball is dropped into water, does this analysis hold true?

Mechanics: 
What is difference between axle and shaft?

Design of Machine Elements: 
Draw a 2d diagram of key hole on a shaft. 
Which one is stronger key or the shaft? Why?
What type of failures occur?
Derive an expression for the different type of stresses the key bears when the shaft is 
under torque T.

Non traditional Manufacturing: 
Draw a schematic showing how ECM works.
What are anode and cathode in the ECM?
Why is material not deposited on cathode while it is being removed from the anode 
(workpiece)?

Overnight preparation is of no use. Deep 
theoretical questions were not asked. 
Conceptual understanding was tested. 
Tip: Mugging for exams doesn't help. 
Preparing for exams and asking questions to 
one's self while preparation works.

4/23/2013 13:59:49 MF Dual Degree

Prof. A.K Nath, Kinnshook 
Bhattacharya, C.S Kumar, Ghosh 
Moulick ~30 min

Kinshook asked questions related to the real world applications. For example, there 
was a bottle on the table, he asked how would you manufacture it?  And be careful 
about the word you would be using as they can raise many questions on one simple 
word. I was asked about the bezier curve and key hole welding, stress-strain 
relationship in plastic region. My GV started at around 4:45.. so they didn't ask many 
questions due to time constraint and asked questions were easy as they were 
providing hints too whenever I got stuck.

Prepare some courses of your choice. (Better if 
it clashes with the professor's are of expertise)
Maintain a smiling face there.

4/23/2013 14:23:22 ME B.Tech

SKRC
DASH
PANDA
G.CHUCK
PRATIHAR
K.BISWAS 20mins

Draw Refri cycle?
Origin of Buoyancy forces. (answer with the same shit that pressure varies with depth 
and upon integrating the vertical component of forces come out to be equal to the 
weight of the volume of the water displaced)
Different forces experienced by a moving body in a fluid?
How will you control a two link robot which has a re-volute joint in between?..{what  
does this even mean he asked me to find out the torque but there was no force being 
applied anywhere)

Answer with confidence and if you don't know 
then say a clear no.

4/24/2013 2:26:14 ME B.Tech
AK Nath, CS Kumar, Kingshook, Ghosh 
Mallik, Jeenu paul 40 mins

Kingshook:Stresses  in thin walled pressure vessels,difference  between thin and thick 
walled vessels,shear centre,shear stress due to torsion.
AK Nath: laser used for driilling, How do we determine the heat affected zone,how is 
fast cooling rate realised in laser surface transformation,  laser peening
CSK: Top and side views of cutting tool, rake angle etc
Ghosh Mallik: Stokian fluid and newtonian fluid, Difference between incompressible 
fluid and incompressible flow, Grasshoff number, thermal diffusivity, peclet number, 
nusselt number, Assumptions behind Bernoulis equation
Jeenu Paul: Deep drawing, Possible defects in objects formed by deep 
drawing(wrinkling  etc), 

4/24/2013 15:10:56 MF B. Tech
A.Mukherjee, Ramanujam, PPB, Mihir 
Sarangi, S.Roy, M.Das 15 minutes

Firstly I went late for my GV. They were taking someone else's case when I went in.
3 minutes went in discussing why I was late where they took all their time in Judging 
me, and how the IITian attitude had deteriorated all these years. PPB and AM did 
most of the questioning,
"So where did you get placed?"
"Jindal Steel sir"
"That is a core company, So tell me, how a steel plant works"
"Sir, I really don't know sir"
"Try, try"
I took a couple of minutes out to channel my thoughts, I told them everything I knew.
They kept taking my case saying that I cleared 4 years of Engineering without knowing 
the functions in a steel plant.
"He doesn't know anything, let us leave him"
"What do you plan to do in the future?"
"Sir I plan to join NID, and do a PG in Industrial designing"
S.Roy then obliged to explain what NID and Industrial designing are to the panel.
"I'm very disappointed with you. You may leave, and fill the my Imprint form on your 
way out."
 

Mine was a very bad GV. It was not really a 
good day for me. A few tips that might help.
Never go late for your GV, keep a track of the 
people who are going in just before you.
Know about your job profile, a lot of people 
were asked questions related to their jobs, so 
study a bit about their basics.
Its okay to not know a few things, just tell them 
that you don't know, and move on to the next 
question. Be adamant if they still ask you 
questions related to the same field. 
Be polite, and dress well. The first thing 
Ramanujam notices is the way you're dressed.

4/30/2013 20:27:05 ME Dual Degree z z Why do we fall? z

mech14.weebly.com



4/30/2013 20:35:52 ME B.Tech
PPB, amlendu mukherjee, 
ramanujam,MKD 20 min

name 10 of machine tools?
name 5 welding processes?
where is TIG welding used?
Second law of thermodynamics?

4/30/2013 20:39:08 MF Dual Degree
A.K.Nath(chairman),  Kingshook, 
C.S.Kumar, J Paul, Ghosh Moulic 20 min

1.why is spark used instead of arc in edm(electric discharge machining)?
2.uses of dielectric in edm?
3.which ntm process is suitable for machining glass?
4.frequency used in usm?
5.amplitude in usm?
6.why reverse polarity is used during our lab edm experiment?
7.is there a relation between length of horn and wavelength in usm?
8.types of gears?
9.types of clutches?
10.types of screw threads?
11.different types of ntm(non traditional manufacturing) processes?
12.types of cams?
13.cutting tool materials?

if the chairman of your panel is prof. A.K.Nath , 
do prepare non traditional manufacturing 
processes thoroughly.
if possible try to prepare design of machine 
elements as well. you will be asked the 
subjects you have come prepared.

4/30/2013 20:42:50 ME B.Tech

Professor B Maiti
Professor A Guha
Professor A R Choudhury
Professor M Ramgopal
Professor K Ray 30 min

mohr circle of a stress element, effect of backlesh in down milling, property that is 
similar for water and steel(molten),  how to measure temperature of slag in a blast 
furnace, condition of equilibrium when 3 or more forces are acting on a body, newton's 
law of cooling, how to measure motion of a robotic arm

5/1/2013 0:45:29 ME B.Tech ramgopal , guha, b maiti , k roy 15 min

how do u put the lathe machine in auto mode ?
why dont they use carnot cycle to generate energy ?
boundary layer dia for pipes?
approx efficiency of carnot , otto cycles ? Go through gate book . to be fair , start 

preparing for viva at least 1 week before. 
otherwise it wouldn't matter much on your 
preparation, they'll **** u anyway

5/1/2013 1:31:46 ME B.Tech

VV SATHMURTY
S.N.BHATTACHARYA
SANKHA DEB

20-25 min

To write Navier-stroke equation
About EDM
basic functioning of powerplant
Tool diagrams

study the subjects related to these profs 
specially sathmurty and sankha deb

5/1/2013 13:02:15 ME B.Tech

B Maiti
A. Guha
Ramgopal
K. Ray
A Roy Choudhary

25 minutes

Related to Rankine cycle
About trusses and frames
Lathe machine and MTM basic tool angles Prepare subjects corresponding to your panel . 

2-3 hrs preparation may suffice.

5/2/2013 15:12:24 MF Dual Degree
SKRC , S.Panda , K.Biswas , 
G.Chakraborty , DK Pratihar , S.Dash 20min

1. What is  rake and clearance angle and difference between them?
2. Difference between hard and soft computing? different tools used in soft 
computing?
3. functioning of lightening and thunder...- this was arbit question they asked me 
4. Plain stress plani strain problem. 

Do Prepare according to your panel list and try 
to read the basics and not deep in the subjects.
for manu people they will surely ask questions 
on MTM and MOS.

mech14.weebly.com


